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Abstract
Cryptography is an art of information security, whose fundamental objective is the security of the message which is being
transferred through an insecure medium between two parties i.e. sender and the receiver. There are two Cryptosystem:
private and public key cryptosystem. This paper is about the overview of the two public key cryptography systems RSA
and ElGamal Cryptosystem. RSA uses the base of Integer Factorization while ELGamal Cryptosystem uses the base of
Discrete Logarithm Problem.
Keywords: Cryptography, Public Key Cryptography, Modular Arithmetic, Integer Factorization, Discrete Logarithmic
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1. Introduction
Cryptography is an art of information security, whose fundamental objective is the security of the message which is
being transferred through an insecure medium between two parties i.e. sender and the receiver. There are two types
of cryptography algorithms; namely private or symmetric key algorithm and public or asymmetric key algorithm. In
private or symmetric key algorithm the key of encryption and decryption is same. While in public or asymmetric key
algorithm the key of encryption is the public key (which is mutually discussed between sender and the receiver) and
the decryption key. Symmetric key cryptography is based on the sender and receiver of messages knowing and using
the same secret key. The sender uses the secret key to encrypt the message and the receiver uses the same secret key
to decrypt it [1] [5] [6][8][9].
Public Key and Private Keys: The Public and Private Key pair comprise of two uniquely related cryptographic
keys basically long random numbers. The Public Key is what its name suggests – Public, It is made available to
everyone via a publicly accessible repository or directory. On the other hand, the Private Key must remain
confidential to its respective owner. Because the key pair is mathematically related, whatever is encrypted with a
Public Key may only be decrypted by its corresponding Private Key and vice versa [5][8][9]. Public key
cryptography is used where each user has a pair of keys, one called the public key and the other private key. Each
user‟s public key is published while the private key is kept secret and thereby the need for the sender and the
receiver to share secret information (key) is eliminated. The only requirement is that public keys are associated with
the users in a trusted (authenticated) manner using a public key infrastructure (PKI). The public key cryptosystems
are the most popular, due to both confidentiality and authentication facilities. PKC depends upon the existence of
one way functions, or mathematical functions that are easy to compute whereas their inverse function is relatively
difficult to compute[8][9].
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Public key Cryptosystem:

Figure 1: Public key Cryptosystem

2. Mathematical foundation
2.1 Modular Arithmetic:
Mod-arithmetic is the central mathematical concept in cryptography. Any cipher from Caesar Cipher to RSA Cipher
uses it.“Modulus” (abbreviated as "mod") is the Latin word for “remainder, residue” or more in “what is left after
parts of the whole are taken”. Thus, "modular" or "mod arithmetic" is really "remainder arithmetic". More precise:
We are looking for the integer that occurs as a remainder (or the "left-over") when one integers is divided by another
integer [5][8][9].Modular Arithmetic is also called Clock Arithmetic.

Example 1:
132 mod 13=2
This cycle repeats from 0 to
132 mod 13=2
133 mod 13=3
134 mod 13=4
135 mod 13=5
136 mod 13=6
137 mod 13=7
138 mod 13=8
139 mod 13=9
140 mod 13=10
141 mod 13=11
142 mod 13=12
143 mod 13=0
144 mod 13=1

145 mod 13=2
146 mod 13=3
147 mod 13=4
148 mod 13=5
149 mod 13=6
150 mod 13=7
151 mod 13=8
152 mod 13=9
153 mod 13=10
154 mod 13=11
155 mod 13=12
156 mod 13=0
157 mod 13=1
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2.2 Integer Factorization:
In number theory, integer factorization is the decomposition of a composite number into a product of smaller
integers. If these integers are further restricted to prime numbers, the process is called prime factorization. When the
numbers are very large, no efficient, non-quantum integer factorization algorithm is known; an effort by several
researchers concluded in 2009, factoring a 232-digit number (RSA-768), utilizing hundreds of machines over a span
of two years. [1][7] [8][9]
Given two primes, say p = 863 and q = 877, it is an easy process to multiply them by hand to get the product n =
756851. However, it is not nearly so easy to determine by hand the factors p and q from only knowledge of the
product 756851. In a similar fashion, if p and q are large, say 1,000 digits each, then a computer can readily find the
2,000 digit product (since multiplying two k-digit numbers requires at most tex2html_wrap_inline854 operations),
but even the fastest of today's computers cannot generally determine the factors from only the product. This leads us
to consider two central problems in the history of mathematics, namely the problems of (a) determining whether a
given integer is a prime, and (b) determining the factorization into primes of a given integer[8][9].

2.3 Discrete Logarithm Problem:
If a is an arbitrary integer relatively prime to n and g is a primitive root of n, then there exists among the numbers 0,
1, 2, ..., phi(n)-1, where phi(n) is the totient function, exactly one number mu such that ,a=g^mu (mod n).
The number mu is then called the discrete logarithm of a with respect to the base g modulo n and is denoted
mu=ind_ga (mod n).
The term "discrete logarithm" is most commonly used in cryptography, although the term "generalized
multiplicative order" is sometimes used as well , In number theory, the term "index" is generally used instead .
For example, the number 7 is a positive primitive root of n=41 (in fact, the set of primitive roots of 41 is given by 6,
7, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17, 19, 22, 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 34, 35), and since 15=7^3 (mod 41), the number 15 has
multiplicative order 3 with respect to base 7 (modulo 41).
The generalized multiplicative order is implemented in the Wolfram Language as Multiplicative Order [g, n, {a1}],
or more generally as Multiplicative Order[g, n, {a1, a2, ...}].Discrete logarithms were mentioned by Charlie the
math genius in the Season 2 episode "In Plain Sight" of the television crime drama NUMB3RS. [1][8][9]

3. RSA ALGORITHM
RSA is a cryptosystem for public-key encryption, and is widely used for securing sensitive data, particularly when
being sent over an insecure network such as the Internet.RSA was first described in 1977 by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir
and Leonard Adleman of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Public-key cryptography, also known as
asymmetric cryptography, uses two different but mathematically linked keys, one public and one private. The public
key can be shared with everyone, whereas the private key must be kept secret. In RSA cryptography, both the public
and the private keys can encrypt a message; the opposite key from the one used to encrypt a message is used to
decrypt it. This attribute is one reason why RSA has become the most widely used asymmetric algorithm: It
provides a method of assuring the confidentiality, integrity, authenticity and non-reputability of electronic
communications and data storage. Many protocols like SSH, OpenPGP, S/MIME, and SSL/TLS rely on RSA for
encryption and digital signature functions. It is also used in software programs -- browsers are an obvious example,
which need to establish a secure connection over an insecure network like the Internet or validate a digital signature.
RSA signature verification is one of the most commonly performed operations in IT.RSA derives its security from
the difficulty of factoring large integers that are the product of two large prime numbers. Multiplying these two
numbers is easy, but determining the original prime numbers from the total -- factoring -- is considered infeasible
due to the time it would take even using today‟s super computers[5][8][9][10][11][12][14][15].
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Table 1: Stepwise representation of RSA algorithm
Alice
Publically Declared Values
Bob
Step 1: Alice will choose
Two large prime number p and q
Find n= p*q.
Calculate: ⱷ(n)=(p-1) *(q-1)
Step 2: Choose e such that it satisfies
Following condition.
i. GCD(e,ⱷ(n))=1
ii. Max(p, q)
iii. e must be prime no
Step 3: Find d such that it satisfies:- n and e
M is message to send
i. e. d ≡ 1 mod ⱷ(n)
ii. d>log2(n)
iii. GCD(d,ⱷ(n))=1
Cipher text is send to Alice
Step 4:
C=Me mod n
Step 5: Original message
is derived by ,M=Cd mod n
Where e is the encryption key which is publically declared, d is decryption key which is private, M is the Original
Message and C is the Cipher text generated.
Example:
Step 1: p=103,q=113
n= p*q
n=103*113
n=11639
ⱷ(n)=(p-1)*(q-1)
=(103-1) *(113-1)
=11424
Step 2: If we choose e=5563 then it should satisfy.
i. GCD(e, ⱷ(n))=1
GCD(5563,11424)=1 ---Condition satisfy
ii. Max(p,q)
Max(103,113)=113
so, e>113 i.e e=5563 ---Condition satisfy
iii. 5563 is a prime number ---Condition satisfy
Step 3: Find d such that it satisfies:i.
e. d ≡ 1 mod ⱷ(n)
ii.
Will try possibility for d from 1 till it satisfies the equation.

e
1

Table 2: Iterations of e. d ≡ 1 mod ⱷ(n)
e. d mod ⱷ(n)≡ 1 mod ⱷ(n) Status
1*5563 mod 11424 =5563 Cannot use

2

4*5563 mod 11424 =10828 Cannot use

3
4

2*5563 mod 11424 =11126 Cannot use
5*5563 mod 11424 =4967 Cannot use
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ii. e>log2(n)
115>13.50667949[condition satisfy...]
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3*5563 mod 11424 =5265 ... Cannot use
.
.
.
115*5563 mod 11424=1
Can be used

iii. Gcd(e, ⱷ(n))=1
GCD(115,11639)=1
So, e=5563 and n=11639 [condition satisfy...]

4. ELGamal Cryptosystem:
El-Gamal encryption/decryption is based on the difficulty of the discrete algorithm problem where it is straight
forward to raise numbers of large powers but it is much harder to do the inverse computation of the discrete
logarithm. The ElGamal algorithm depends on certain parameters which are affecting the performance, speed and
security of the algorithm. The importance of these parameters and role it takes in the security and the complexity of
the system and the analyzed, particularly the effect of changing the length of modulo number and the private key
number are investigated. ElGamal encryption is one of many encryption schemes which utilize randomization in the
encryption process. [3][8][9]

Table3: ELGamal Public Key Encryption Algorithm:
Alice
Mutually Discussed
Bob
(g, p)
Step 1: Chooses a secret key „a‟
Step 2: A= ga mod p

Step 1: Chooses a secret key „b‟

A

Step2: B=gb mod p
Step 3: Keyenc= Ab mod p

Step 4: C=Keyenc*Message
Step 5: Keydec= Ba mod p

B, C

Step 6: Keydec -1= 1 mod p
Step 5: Message = Keydec-1 * C
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Table4: ELGamal Public Key Encryption Algorithm Example
Alice
Step 1: a=4
Step 2: A= ga mod
=24 mod 13
A=13

Step 5: Keydec= Ba mod p
= 84 mod p
Keydec=1

Mutually
Discussed (g, p)
g=2, p=13

A

Bob
Step 1: b=3, Message=7
Step 2: B=gb mod p
=23 mod p
B=8
Step 3: Keyenc= Ab mod p
= 33 mod 13
Keyenc=1
Step 4: C= Message * Keyenc
=7 * 1
C=7

B, C

Step 6: Keydec -1= 1 mod p
Keydec -1=1
Step 7: Message = Keydec-1 * C
=1*7
Message= 7

5. Conclusions:
This paper discusses about Cryptography, an art of Information Security, with its two types: private key
cryptography and public key cryptography. In the public Key Cryptosystem there are two keys: public and private
key. Sender uses public key to encrypt the message before sending the message to the receiver. And Receiver uses
its private key to decrypt the message. This paper also includes the overview of two public key cryptosystem: RSA
and ELGamal Cryptosystem. Modular Arithmetic is the base of Modern Cryptography. RSA is based on Integer
Factorization and ELGamal Cryptosystem is based on Difficulty of Discrete Logarithmic Problem.
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